
Kindergarten Chronicles 

January 17th, 2020 

   

It was another great week in Kindergarten!  In reading we continued Unit 3, 

“Bigger Books, Bigger Reading Muscles”. This week students practiced zooming in on 

letters and sounds in tricky words to help strengthen their reading powers. Students 

practiced their growth mindset by not backing away when they got to a tricky word but 

instead getting close and using their sound power to take a closer look at the beginning 

sound. Students strengthened their sound power by learning about blends. Students 

practiced blending sounds at the beginning of words to help them with decoding. 

Students are continuing to develop their comprehension skills by telling a partner what 

their WHOLE story was about. At home, continue to ask students questions before, 

during, and after reading a story with them. This will continue to strengthen their 

comprehension.  

Students continued working on their narrative writing. Students are working to 

write true stories about their lives.  Our lessons this week focused on teaching 

strategies and tools  students can use independently to grow their writing. Students 

used a checklist to begin to understand sentence structure and a mini word wall to help 

them write their snap words with proper spelling. Students are continuing to strengthen 

their writing by stretching out their words and listening for the tricky vowels and middle 

parts of words.  

In science, Ms. Hatch's class learned that meteorologists observe and record the 

weather. The children practiced drawing pictures of the weather outside, and colored in 

the temperature that they thought it was outside (very cold, cold, cool, etc)! Mrs. 

Nestle’s class learned that animals can only live in a place that has the food they need. 

Different animals eat different foods so therefore they live in different habitats. Mrs. 

Sisson’s class continued to learn about motion by pushing and pulling with different 

objects and noticing how they move. They also started to design their very own pinball 

machine! 

This week in math, we finished Unit 4 which focused on counting and measuring. 

Students played Toss the Chips, Build It/Change It, and made a Tile Arrangement Book. 

In Toss the Chips students practiced separating a quantity into two parts as well as 

recording their findings on a recording sheet. In Build It/Change It students used 

addition and subtraction from one quantity to make another. This built on their 

understanding of more and less. Students practiced decomposing number to 10 in 

different ways by making a Tile Arrangement Book. They loved seeing all of the 

different designs they could make and looking closer at the groupings in their design.  



In Fundations, we have completed learning about the lowercase letters.  We are 

now reviewing the lowercase letters and have begun to tap out and read three letter 

words (consonant-vowel-consonant or cvc) words.  The children did great with this skill! 

You can practice at this at home!  Write simple cvc words (ex: pig, pat, pet, pot, Mom, 

Dad, Bob) and have them tap them out and blend them to read.  You will be amazed! We 

also added the words am and said to our word wall this week.  

 

                                         The Kindergarten Team 

  

Our word wall words so far are: a, am, and, at, an, can, come, do, go, he, I, is, in, 

like, my, me, no, on, so, see, said, the, to, up, went, you 

  

Updates and Reminders:. 
- Please make sure you sign the report card envelope and return ASAP 

-As the winter weather continues please make sure that your child has labeled hats, 

gloves, scarves, etc 

-Also, as it gets dryer out, please feel free to keep labeled lip balm and hand lotion in 

your child’s backpack 

-Our spotlight is next Wednesday, January 22nd.  Please make sure you are seated in 

the gym by 1:45.  If you would like to dismiss your child (and his/her siblings) after the 

event please send a note that week! 

-We will be celebrating the 100th day of Kindergarten on February 12th.  
- We will be celebrating Valentine's day which falls the day before our February break 

- more info to come 

-Don’t forget to look at the Highlands’ Website at 

http://danverspublicschools.org/highlands/ 

 

Specialist Schedule for Next Week (1/21-1/24) 

 

  Hatch  Nestle  Sisson 

Monday  NO SCHOOL  NO SCHOOL  NO SCHOOL 

Tuesday  PE  Art  Library 

Wednesday  Art  Library  Music 

Thursday  Library  Music  PE 

Friday  Music  PE  Art 
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